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The future we see through. 

Innovation, technology and versatility make 
the BDF IS Machines the ideal solutions 
for high productivity, low maintenance effort 
and considerable energy saving.

IS ANGULAR 
ADV 1050-8050

6-8-10-12 SECTIONS AND TANDEM 
IS 4 1/4”: SG-DG -TG 3”-TG 3 1/8” 
IS 5”S: SG-DG-TG 85MM
IS 5 1

2”: SG-DG
IS 6 1/4”: SG-DG-TG 4 1/4”

8-10-12 SECTIONS AND TANDEM 
IS-P: DG 6 1/4”-TG 4 1/4”

IS PARALLEL 
ADV 8050





can help you realise up to

The cold fact is that it‘s at your hot end.

Data – the deciding factor

Visit youniverse.tiama.com to arrange a demonstration

Many glassmakers are not aware of the potential the data in their plants has.
For example, how hot end sensors and our intelligent software (like Tiama Data 
Mine) linked to production machinery can help them to foresee problems early 
and take the right decisions quickly. YOUniverse can help in improving glass 
quality, reducing wastage and increasing productivity by up to 5%.

increase in
productivity.



GLASS MACHINERY

LEHRn°



Matter of 
TRUST

S.I.G.MA. S.r.l. - Locate Varesino - Italy - REFRATRADE S.r.l. - Locate Varesino - Italy - SIGMAREF SRLU - Plovdiv - Bulgaria www.sigmaref.it

#strongertogether
Despite the size of a group employing more than 100 people and with the fourth facility in Plovdiv in full 
operation, SIGMA is and remains a family-owned and managed company.

Passion, hard work, know-how, specialization and high reactivity are our key points, even if a long-lasting 
partnership and mutual trust with our Customers established over the years are our greatest strengths.

A unity of purpose and a natural alliance aimed at overwhelming together the challenges and difficult tasks 

http://www.sigmaref.it


THREE INDUSTRY- 
LEADING SERVICES,  
ADVANCING AS ONE.
The SORG Group is more than just one company. It is three 

unique forces powered by experience, reliability and innovation, 

providing a single source to support glassmakers with optimal 

design and seamless delivery throughout the furnace lifetime.

sorggroup.com

eme.de sorg.de sks.net
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www.zippe.de

ZIPPE 
INDUSTRIEANLAGEN GmbH

CONTACTS

DR. PHILIPP ZIPPE - CEO
GÜNTHER MLYNAR
MANAGING DIRECTOR
DR. HOLGER ZIPPE - CHAIRMAN

ANNUAL TURNOVER OF THE COMPANY
EUR 50 <----> 55 million

PERCENTAGE OF TURNOVER FROM GLASS
100%

QUALITY CERTIFICATIONS
ISO 9001

SALES
Domestic: International:

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

COMPANY FOUNDED

Company Data

our disposal the expertise and capa-
bilities to deliver projects of any mag-
nitude.

As one of the few full-service pro-
viders in our industry, our spectrum 
covers all service ranges within plant 
construction – engineering, planning, 

With over 550 batch plant projects
realised, we have the greatest wealth of 
experience in our industry sector.

ZIPPE batch plants ensure that the
batch for every glass type is fed fully 
automatically into the furnace with the 
exact consistency and homogeneity
needed, at the required amount and at 
the right point in time – 24 hours a day, 
every day.

State-of-the-art control technology is 
a key part of the optimal operation of a 
batch plant. Nearly 50 of our employ-
ees are involved in the creation of next
generation automation and control sys-
tems. This means we are one of the few 
companies able to carry out complete
control development and realisation
in-house.

Our 24-hour support service enables 
our customers to phone or email an
expert around the clock.

•

•

•

•

• MODERNIZATION

• ENGINEERING

• FACTORY CULLET RECYCLING

• GLASS RECYCLING

• BATCH CHARGING

• GLASS LEVEL CONTROLLING

• PREHEATING

• MAINTENANCE AND SERVICE

Range of products

 P.O. Box 1665, 97866 Wertheim - Alfred-Zippe-Str. 11, 97877 Wertheim - Germany
 Tel: +49 - 9342 - 8040 - Fax: +49 - 9342 - 804138 - E-mail: info@zippe.de Tel: +49  9342  8040  Fax: +49  9342  804138  E mail: info@zippe.de

S S
Domestic: 20% - International: 80%

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEESMPLOYEES
approx. 200

COMPANY FOOMPANY FOUNDEDUNDED
1920

Our core business is the development 
and construction of batch and cullet
systems.

We regard ourselves as a reliable 
partner to our customers and have at 

design, production, automation technol-
ogy, installation, site management for
all disciplines, commissioning, training 
for personnel, and services for ongoing 
operations.

•• BATCH PLANTS

•• BATCH AND CULLET HANDLING
SYSTEMS

• CULLET PLANTS

• AUTOMATION

RRange of products
Company Profile
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EUROPECOMPANY PROFILE COMPANY PROFILECOMPANY PROFILE PHARMACEUTICAL GLASS

Your glasswork is not listed? Ask to marketing@a151.eu

A grado S.A. has a solid experience
in the fi eld of manufacturing am-
poules and vials for the pharmaceuti-

vials, number one manufacturer worldwide since the 40s. The current capacity is 75 million ampoules per 
year and it includes all market formats, from the opened ampoules to the closed ampoules ISO, and all interme-
diate approved formats for the pharmaceutical industry. All the company’s production machines are constantly
updated through a R & D department and through new equipment improved by the same manufacturer.

Our philosophy, based on total reinvestment of all our benefi ts for  more than 40 years of experience and makes 
us one of the glass manufacturers of reference for the sector of packaging material for the pharmaceutical indus-
try, is complemented with optimal facilities, machinery and constant application of R & D to all our production 
processes and quality.

Avda. San Roque , 26 - Pol. Industrial La Postura
28340 Valdemoro - Madrid - Spain
Tel.: +34 - 902325032 - Fax: +34 - 918954891
E-mail: spain@agrado.es - www.agrado.es

Agrado Sa

Apoules and vials for the pharmaceuti
cal  sector. Its current facilities, located in 
one of the best industrial parks of the south 
of Madrid, inglobe a total area of 6,700 
m2, where stands the company’s plant 
of 4,800 m2. Each and every one of the 
departments of the facilities has been de-
signed according to the requirements of the
pharmaceutical industry, on the basis of the 
diff erent external audits realized to Agrado. 
Product handling areas controlled ISO-8, 
duly separate warehouses, quarantine zones 

and other departments, make the factory one of the most modern facilities of the domestic and international market.
Through the years, starting from its foundation date in 1966, Agrado has achieved to stand out among the
competitors turning into one of the leading companies in the pharmaceutical industry as much into  Spain as 
internationally.
The glass ampoules are based on French machinery Moderne Mecanique MM-30 in the same manner as in

Sales Network
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Famor Engineering S.r.l. - via Avigliana, 3 - 10040 Rivalta (TO) Italy

www.famoreng.com

We Kn
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for the glass industry
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FISC

G FISC



Business News

lenges are to:

social value of these supply chains,

economy and training and skills.

WWW.UKFISC.ORG

https://WWW.UKFISC.ORG
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GCA

T GCA, 

Glass perceived as best packaging material by consumers

WWW.GCA.COM

https://WWW.GCA.COM


Business News

Tempering
Lines

on spindles

TEMPERING
Lines

on belt

RIM 
tempering

vidromecanica@vidromecanica.com       www.vidromecanica.com

SCHOTT GROUP

Adrogen as an energy source, the SCHOTT GROUP has to the expanded hydrogen supply at the plant in Mainz in the 

scale. This success represents an important milestone for the 

WWW.SCHOTT.COM

mailto:vidromecanica@vidromecanica.com
http://www.vidromecanica.com
https://WWW.SCHOTT.COM
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O-I GLASS

for the Drinktainer®

® 

Drinktainer®

Recent market research 

demonstrated that 61 

percent of consumers 

likened the Drinktainer® 

to drinking from a glass 

and enjoyed the pre

mium appeal and con

the container. And the 
® 

®

®

WECK 

German glass jars producer J. Weck GmbH

the company developed and 

ning method for glass jars. 

Since then, WECK has made 

this method popular not only 

https://WWW.O-I.COM
https://WWW.O-I.COM


A WIDE RANGE OF REFRACTORIES

ALUMINA, SILLIMANITE 
MULLITE, ZIRCON, INSULATING 
BRICKS & SHAPES FOR FURNACE

ITEMIZED BLOCKS FOR 
WORKING END & FOREHEARTHS

EXPANDABLES FOR 
FEEDERS & STIRRERS

LINCO BAXO INDUSTRIE REFRATTARI SPA 
Corporate Headquarters 

www.lincobaxo.com

since 1949

3 STATE OF THE ART FACTORIES TO SUPPLY A WORLDWIDE CUSTOMERS BASE

5 INTERNATIONAL BRANDS

http://www.lincobaxo.com


Business News

BA GLASS 

B
ment to acquire a majority stake in the Mexican glass pack

BA GLASS

for the years ahead.

presence and leveraging the industrial and commercial ca

Vidrio Formas is a relevant Mexican player, focused on the 

WWW.BAGLASS.COM

CORNING

 

Corning Incorporated has launched Corning® Viridian™ Vials, the latest innovation in its expanding pharmaceutical 

https://WWW.BAGLASS.COM


Business News

Headquarter
Via Labriola, 42 – 41123 Modena, Italy
Tel. +39 059 822 374 | info@commersald.com

Robotized equipment for the cladding of moulds, 
plungers, neckrings and induction heating systems 
for the glass industry.

WWW.CORNING.COM

mailto:info@commersald.com
https://WWW.CORNING.COM
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FUTRONIC

 

T
the group layout. Nevertheless, 

Decentralized group structure

The best of everything

Closer together

FUTRONIC

Advantages in view

WWW.FUTRONIC.DE

https://WWW.FUTRONIC.DE
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SOCAVER 

The Société Camerounaise de Verrerie (Socaver)

SOCAVER

WWW.BOISSONSDUCAMEROUN.COM

BUCHER EMHART

I
BUCHER EMHART 

in Southeast Asia.

WWW.EMHARTGLASS.COM

https://WWW.BOISSONSDUCAMEROUN.COM
https://WWW.EMHARTGLASS.COM
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GLASS FUTURES

GLASS FUTURES

nologies.

https://WWW.GLASS-FUTURES.ORG


Business News

GIOTTO DUO

Zignago Vetro

ucts in a single container, that they can then mix directly at the 

WWWZIGNAGOVETRO.COM

https://WWWZIGNAGOVETRO.COM


Business News
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SORG 

®

N ikolaus SORG
®

The CLEAN Melter®

supply all the furnace technology, including a full sup

commissioning.

® technology is 

ket for a higher tonnage container glass 

footprint.

process.

WWW.SORG.DE

STOELZLE  

S
STOELZLE

ated during this process.

WWW.STOELZLE.COM

https://WWW.STOELZLE.COM
https://WWW.SORG.DE
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F

Mr Elverici pointed out that the cold repair 

WWW.SISECAM.COM.TR

https://WWW.SISECAM.COM.TR
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AMETEK LAND

T AMETEK LAND

ardous areas.

Manufactured from 316/316L stainless steel and 

explosive mixtures are present.

purging air for safety.

processing and chemical industries.

https://WWW.AMALEK-LAND.COM
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ARDAGH GLASS PACKAGING 

ARDAGH GLASS PACKAGING

isiana, and the other in Wilson, North Carolina.

cause of decreased demand.

volving targeted investments in enhanced capacity and on

ment from the company said.

ment said.

WWW.ARDAGHGROUP.COM

CORNING & SGD PHARMA  

C SGD PHARMA

CORNING

https://WWW.ARDAGHGROUP.COM
https://WWW.SGD-PHARMA.COM
https://WWW.CORNING.COM
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A O-I

SORG

Nanjing Electric Insulator Co., Ltd. is the largest producer 

SORG

forehearths for the manufacture of such insulators.

mands are placed on the glass in terms of glass homoge

deliver a further system.

ogy and emphasized the outstanding service and support. 

company.

WWW.SORG.DE

https://WWW.O-I.COM
https://WWW.SORG.DE


Ask for GENERAL CATALOGUE 
to our customer service

Texpack® srl - unipersonale - Via Galileo Galilei, 24 - 25030 Adro (BS) Italia
 Tel. +39 030 7480168 - Fax +39 030 7480201 - info@texpack.it - www.texpack.it

1204T Tenack square packing
Tenack square packing is made by braiding wires of AISI 316 L 
stainless steel. The packing, which withstands high temperatures 
and has excellent mechanical properties, is suitable for the glass
industry as protection for parts that may come into contact with 
hot glass that is still soft to prevent thermal shock and microcracks. 
The packing is very flexible, elastic and easy to handle. It is an
excellent substitute for Aramtex products when temperatures 
exceed 350°C.

Textiles for the glass industry

1204CM Tenack knitted sleeve
Tenack sleeves are made by braiding AISI 316 L stainless steel 
wires. This sleeve, which withstands high temperatures and has 
excellent mechanical properties, is suitable for the glass industry 
as protection for parts that may come into contact with hot glass 
that is still soft to prevent thermal shock and microcracks. They 
are an excellent substitute for Aramtex products when tempera-
tures exceed 350°C.

 Textiles for the glass industry used to cover and line rollers and ovens for tempering flat glass 
and for covering bending moulds and pliers for transferring hot glass.

mailto:info@texpack.it
http://www.texpack.it


Support service 
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BUCHER EMHART 
GLASS for 
customer-centricity
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Here, for its esteemed cli-
entele, Bucher Emhart Glass 
has been at the forefront of 
developing automation solu-
tions. The company’s closed-
loop technical solutions 
employ sophisticated sensors 
to automatically optimise 
crucial processes, including 
gob control, plunger move-
ment and cooling, blank cool-
ing, and bottle spacing on 
the conveyor. Additionally, 
FlexRobot diligently swabs 
blank moulds and neck-rings, 
thus augmenting both consist-
ency and safety.

As an increasing number of 
measurement systems are 
integrated into glass form-

ing machines, the task of monitor-
ing every readout and optimising 
each setting becomes progressively 
challenging for human operators. 
Moreover, when finer adjustments, 
greater cavity numbers per forming 
machine and frequent job chang-
es are taken into account, it’s no 
surprise that operators sometimes 
struggle to stay on top of every-
thing. Consequently, when opera-
tor attention is spread too thin, 
product quality inevitably suffers.

LEADING IN AUTOMATION
It’s here that automation 

comes into play. Automated sys-
tems enable the forming process 
to be adjusted and optimised 
automatically,  eliminating the 
need for operator intervention. 
Not only does this enhance 
quality - it also liberates opera-
tor time, allowing for a greater 
focus on higher-level monitor-
ing, troubleshooting and quality 
control. It’s no wonder, there-
fore, that automation is assum-
ing an increasingly pivotal role 
in the operation of numerous 
glass plants worldwide.

BUCHER EMHART GLASS, leading provider of equipment for 

the glass container industry, has launched a new specialist 

support channel dedicated to automation equipment. 
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SERVICE EXCELLENCE

assist each one in arriving at 
the very best value,” affirms 
Bucher Emhart Glass President 
Matthias Kümmerle. “Having 
developed some of the most 
robust automation solutions 
out there, we acknowledge the 
significance of ensuring their 
uninterrupted operation - all 
the while maximising uptime in 
the industry. Through this new 
service offering, we can pro-
vide customers with the support 
they require - exactly when they 
need it.” 

RAISING THE BAR WITH 
SERVICE

Together with these technical 
advancements, Bucher Emhart 
Glass has also strived to improve 
and expand its customer sup-
port, transforming its offering 
from mere machinery to a com-
prehensive “product plus ser-
vice” solution. Rather than only 
construct and install equipment, 
the company aspires to be a 
genuine production partner for 
its customers, assisting them in 
making ongoing enhancements 
in terms of both efficiency and 
quality. To this end, Bucher 
Emhart Glass production spe-
cialists collaborate closely with 
a customer’s personnel, provid-
ing guidance, testing, training, 
as well as hands-on support - 
right from installation onward.

Pursuing this mission, the 
company recently introduced 
a dedicated specialist support 
channel exclusively for automa-

tion equipment. Here customers 
can benefit from of expert sup-
port via email, phone or remote 
access as desired. Bucher 
Emhart Glass’ team of automa-
tion specialists is available dur-
ing European office hours from 
Monday to Friday with the aim 
of responding to every inquiry 
within a 24-hour timeframe. In 
the event that in-house experts 
are unable to resolve a situation, 
the matter can be escalated to 
specialised expertise.

GOING THE EXTRA MILE
Specific company technologies 

cover FlexIS, plunger process 
control (PPC), temperature con-
trol system (TCS), GobRadar, 
BlankRadar, FlexRadar, 
SMARTFEEDER, FlexRobot 
and ID Mark/ID Read - along 
with all closed-loop systems and 
the Control Centre.

“We’re not just interested in 
merely selling our customers a 
machine. Instead we strive to 

Hinterbergstrasse 22°
Ch-6312 Steinhausen - Switzerland

Tel.: +41-41-7494200
Fax: +41-41-7494271

E-mail: webmaster@emhartglass.com

E-mail: automationsupport@
emhartglass.com

www.emhartglass.com

BUCHER EMHART 
GLASS

mailto:webmaster@emhartglass.com
mailto:automationsupport@emhartglass.com
mailto:automationsupport@emhartglass.com
http://www.emhartglass.com







Introducing 
ADVANCED 
CONTAINER 
HANDLING’s Totem 
Glass Supervision 
System
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Available for indoor applica-
tions in 43” and 55” con-
figurations, the Totem Glass 

Supervision System is elegant and 
robust. An important design ele-
ment, it adds value to the cold-end, 
which in many cases is the gateway 

through which customers will simul-
taneously enter the reality of produc-
tion as well as the tool for modular 
supervision and management. Here 
the base can be collaboratively devel-
oped by the end user as owner and 
project management administrator.

FEATURES
On the front it features a touch 

LCD screen, a concentration of 
technologies available for visu-
alization and daily Supervision 
System operational use. This 
ensures proper functioning of 



the appropriate interface for the 
cold-end. When compared to 
traditional systems -which are 
limited in size and features- this 
one offers an intuitive manage-
ment graphic and optimum visu-
alization capabilities.

EMPOWERING 
THE END USER

Through its innovation and 
potential the functionality and 
features of an existing system are 
projected to a new dimension - 
thereby allowing the end user, 
as project administrator, to inde-
pendently manage, integrate and 
display data according to current 
characteristics, needs, or changes 
over time. In sum, the Totem 
Glass Supervision System marks 
an advanced container handling 
product development for the 

the different installed applica-
tions. Here the heart of the sys-
tem is the latest generation hard-
ware - complete with Intel Tiger 
Lake-U processors, dual channel 
SO-DIMM DDR4 memory and 
other specific primary configura-
tion features.

ADVANTAGES
Designed for easy installation, 

the system connects to a power 
outlet and, through an Ethernet 
cable, interacts as ‘master sys-
tem’ with the network - thanks 
to a development that’s been 
especially attentive to address 
required programming, manage-
ment, visualization, information 
and interaction with the different 
systems in the cold-end. Here 
the real innovation comes with 

A new unique design solution introduced to the market 

just recently, ADVANCED CONTAINER HANDLING’s Totem 

Glass Supervision System facilitates and coordinates 

management and handling operations and has both 

customized graphics and visualization for the cold-end.
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cold-end - just when innova-
tion and attention to detail have 
become ever more crucial. 

Strada Pedemontana per Vignolo, 2

43029 - Traverserolo - PR
ITALY

Tel.: +39-0521-1745014
E-mail: info.support@achandlig.it

www.achandling.it

ADVANCED 
CONTAINER 

HANDLING S.R.L

mailto:info.support@achandlig.it
http://www.achandling.it


TIAMA ECO-system 
maximizes 
glass production 
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES

For hot- and cold-end machines, TIAMA’s ECO-system 

revolutionizes glass manufacturing with real-time 

monitoring and data synchronization. It enhances 

the company’s YOUniverse concept abreast of the smart 

factory and in full alignment with Industry 4.0.

GMP&A 4/222220222222 340



and automatically from inspection 
machines to Tiama ECO-system, 
and then to customer MES. 

TRACEABLE DATA
All critical data such as reject-

ed images, samples reports or 
machine events, are saved into 
the Tiama ECO-system database. 
In case of a customer claim, glass 
makers can search into the Tiama 
ECO-system database for some 
information about this claim. With 

Tiama ECO-system offers 
many features about pro-
duction monitoring, quality, 

maintenance, reporting and sup-
port in order to improve the global 
productivity and usage of Tiama 
machines.

One of the key features of Tiama 
solution is its ability to provide real-
time production monitoring. It gives 
access to all Tiama machines by 
remote control and offers important 
information about the productivity 
of each machine. All data is avail-
able on a single webpage accessible 
on the plant network. The system 
provides productivity and predictive 
maintenance KPIs for monitoring 
Tiama machines, optimizing their 
global maintenance, and ultimately 
improving their efficiency.

DRIVING EFFICIENCY
Tiama ECO-system offers 

many features to improve the 
quality of production. By collect-
ing images of rejected containers 
and managing sample challenge 
reports, it gives an overview of 
current production rejects to the 
quality team. With this real time 
collection, inspection machine 
operators or quality teams can 
follow rejected articles and iden-
tify faster the critical defects when 

it appears on production. One of 
the latest features, called ‘super-
vised samples,’ allows operators 
to manage physical samples with 
automatic control and compare 
the results with an expected list 
of defects defined by the qual-
ity team. With this feature, they 
know exactly when the sample 
challenge was made, whether 
samples were rejected or not for 
a specific defect, and no need to 
enter results into another system 
or paper book; results go directly 
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From Hot End to Cold End 
inspection machines, by going 
through Datamatrix engraving 
machines, Datamatrix read-
ers or Laboratory machines, 
YOUniverse links all Tiama’s 
data to offer to customers a 
full database of information 
already formatted in order to 
improve the global productiv-
ity of plants. 

YOUniverse is Tiama’s 
smart factory and industry 4.0 
concept, and the Tiama ECO-
system solution is the central 
point of this concept as it is the 
data source for the Tiama world 
and more.  Another Data solu-
tion called Tiama DataMine 
is IIoT platform suite which 
collects data from the Tiama 
ECO-System solution but also 
on all other machines data 
available. Tiama DataMine A.I. 
technologies continuously col-
lect data, no matter the format, 
and structure them in a single, 
secure database, providing the 
production teams with optimal 
equipment control parameters.

Tiama ECO-system and 
other Tiama data solutions are 
becoming increasingly impor-
tant in glass factories as they 
provide a way to improve effi-
ciency, quality, and transpar-
ency. By investing in advanced 
technologies and implementing 
a comprehensive data manage-
ment system, glass plants can 
optimize their processes and 
stay ahead of the competition. 

this data Tiama customers can 
prove to their customer that all 
requirements were met or find the 
events which caused the claim and 
take internal corrective actions.

With its specific IT architec-
ture, Tiama ECO-system sim-
plifies the support from Tiama 
Hotline to inspection machines. 
Indeed, a secured connection 
is established between Tiama 
ECO-system and Tiama head-
quarters with the aim of ensuring 
an access to the machines for 
Tiama support and to keep the 
traceability of requests for assis-
tance and historical connections 
to the machines. For operators 
a program called “TiamaHelp” 
is available on the Tiama ECO-
system solution and directly on 
inspection machines to operate 
a request for assistance in their 
own language.

DATA SYNCHING
One of the advantages of 

Tiama ECO-system is its abil-
ity to synchronize Hot End and 
Cold End data such as counters, 
measurements, reject images, 
and display them with Section/
Cavity and Mould Number 
information. With all range 4 
Tiama machines connectable to 
the Tiama ECO-system, it offers 
the possibility to perform some 
correlations between Hot End 
and Cold End machines. Hot 
End operators can access Cold 
End data and vice versa. This 
synchronization of data is cru-
cial for glass manufacturing as it 
allows for better communication 
and collaboration between the 
two sides. By accessing data from 
both sides, operators can make 
better decisions and optimize the 
production process to improve 
efficiency and quality.

In addition to data synchroni-
zation, Tiama ECO-system can 
also warn users on major pro-
duction events such as measure-
ment drifts, critical defects, sam-
ple reports failed, or high rejec-

tion rates. Users are informed 
by Tiama ECO-System notifica-
tions and email communication 
about significant events in the 
production. All alerts are config-
urable by users, machine targets, 
and triggers.

This feature is particularly 
useful as it allows operators to 
address issues quickly and react 
immediately by taking correc-
tive actions before they become 
major problems, which improves 
the quality of the final product 
and reduces waste.

CONNECTING THE DOTS
Overall, Tiama ECO-system 

is a powerful tool for glass 
manufacturing. By synchroniz-
ing data between Hot End and 
Cold End machines and pro-
viding real-time alerts, the sys-
tem enhances communication 
and efficiency in the produc-
tion process. With its ability to 
monitor and optimize produc-
tion, the Tiama ECO-system 
solution is an essential tool for 
glass manufacturers looking to 
improve their efficiency and 
their quality. And this data sys-
tem is a major part of Tiama 
YOUniverse concept. 

The goal of this concept 
is to link all Tiama solutions 
to gain and improve the effi-
ciency of each solution and in 
the end to improve the whole 
plant efficiency. It is not only 
Hot End and Cold End inspec-
tion machines and Data solu-
tions, it is also about linking 
Laboratory devices, engraving 
solutions and more…

215, chemin du Grand Revoyet 
69230 Saint-Genis-Laval 

FRANCE
Tel.: +33-4-37201580

E-mail: service@tiama.com

www.tiama.com
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Leading Algeria lab 
opts for OCMI-OTG 
precision excellence
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So far 2023 has brought 
significant success for 
OCMI-OTG in the phar-

maceutical glass production line 
sector. One of Algeria’s leading 
laboratories will be investing in 
new equipment from the com-
pany - marking the country’s 
first substantial investment in this 
type of machinery. In the past 
pharmaceutical glass packaging 
was mostly imported from other 
Mediterranean African countries, 
with only a small portion pro-
duced by using outdated horizon-
tal forming machines.

TWO LINES
Now a prominent Algerian 

pharmaceutical company has 
chosen OCMI-OTG to establish 

OCMI-OTG’s 

success in glass 

production 

for Pharma 

continues 

today with the 

major investment 

by an Algerian 

laboratory for the 

establishment 

of internal 

production lines 

for precision 

control of glass 

ampoules and 

dental cartridges 

- all to boost 

automation while 

reducing defects. 

internal production lines for both 
borosilicate glass ampoules and 
dental cartridges, dedicating two 
lines to each product. The new 
ampoule lines, manufactured by 
Kyp Accessories in Spain -owned 
by OCMI-OTG since late 2019- 
have a maximum processing 
speed of 4,500 pieces per hour.

The MM30 forming machine 
is equipped with an Optistem/2 
camera inspection system, ensur-
ing precise control of ampoule 
dimensions before unloading and 
enabling real-time adjustments 
through oxygen self-regulation in 
the burners. The gauging station 
for total ampoule length on the 
after-forming line type LA502, 
connected to the Optistem panel, 
provides comprehensive dimen-
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sional control, allowing operators 
to monitor all spindle dimensions 
while obtaining total length val-
ues on the same panel. A report 
with rejection statistics based 
upon different defects can also 
be generated.

AUTOMATION
Both ampoule lines will include 

auxiliary stations for code ring 
application, OPC opening systems 
and printing - all tailored to end-
user requirements. Tube loading 
and packing operations will initial-
ly be done manually, including the 
option to incorporate automatic 
equipment in the future.

The two cartridge production 
lines, manufactured in Italian 
and French OCMI-OTG facto-
ries, are fully-automatic - there-
by minimizing manual handling 
of the glass tubes while reduc-
ing the risk of cosmetic defects. 
The FLA20/CAR forming 
machine features 20 stations 
and continuous rotation, with 
pre-forming and finishing sta-
tions equipped with rollers and 
plungers for shoulder prepa-
ration. All forming tools are 

driven by servo-motors, adjust-
able through the touch screen 
for precise and convenient pre-
liminary adjustments. Cartridge 
bottoms are cut using a wheel 
scribing unit, a dedicated burn-
er and a water spraying nozzle 
for thermal shock separation of 
the glass tube.

TASK CALIBRATION
Dimensional control of car-

tridges is carried out by the 
Optivial hot-end camera system 
before unloading to the LF520 
after-forming line. Total length 
and inner mouth diameter, which 
cannot be monitored during the 
forming operation, are checked 
at dedicated stations on the 
after-forming line. After anneal-
ing, cartridges are automatically 
packed using the PM-V machine, 
which features four box-filling 
stations on a rotating table. The 
PM-V software allows for recipe 
storage, including cartridge/box 
specifications, the number of 
rows to be positioned in the 
box and the number of car-
tridges per row. Job changes are 

simplified for operators with a 
modular vacuum picking arm 
that can be adjusted by adding 
or removing blocks according 
to box length and the required 
number of cartridges.

CONTRACT TIMELINE
The installation of the ampoule 

lines will commence in the second 
half of 2023, while the cartridge 
production lines are currently in 
the manufacturing phase - with 
production estimated to begin in 
early 2024. This contract opens 
up promising opportunities for 
OCMI-OTG, both in Algeria and 
in Northern Africa more gener-
ally, where other laboratories may 
follow suit and initiate pharma-
ceutical container production to 
address delayed lead times. 

Via Privata Venezia Giulia, 7
20157   Milano   MI

ITALY
Tel. +39-02-390-9181

E-mail: info@ocmigroup.com

www.ocmigroup.com

OCMI-OTG S.p.A.

mailto:info@ocmigroup.com
http://www.ocmigroup.com
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LUXURY PRODUCTS

Premium glass craftsmanship has its roots in France’s 19th 

century Bresle Valley, from which it would lead up to what 

GLASS VALLEY represents today. Here FEVE takes a look at this 

world-leading packaging centre that’s responsible for over 

70 percent of the world’s luxury glass bottle production for 

perfume, cosmetics and pharmaceuticals.

Celebrating luxury 
packaging leader  
GLASS VALLEY: 
courtesy of FEVE

T
HE EVOLUTION  
OF GLASS VALLEY

Evidence of a glass 
industry in the Bresle Valley can 
be traced way back to the Middle 
Ages, when glassmakers settled 
in the forest and began using its 
resources to produce glassware 
and flat glass - notably windows 
and stained glass for fine homes 
and churches.

Then a developing passion for 
perfumery among the Parisian 
bourgeoisie saw a shift towards 
luxury bottles that stood for qual-
ity, style and the latest in fashion. 
Brands that are known and loved 
today, such as Guerlain, began 
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LUXURY PRODUCTS

collaborating with local glassmak-
ers on unique designs - leading 
to the creation of the Paris–Le 
Treport railway line to transport 
glassware to city centres.

Today Glass Valley is the 
world’s leading producer of luxu-
ry packaging, representing more 
than 70 percent of global produc-
tion of glass bottles for perfume, 
spirits, cosmetics, and pharma-
ceutical industries. With over 60 
companies and 10,000 special-
ized employees all working in 
close proximity, Glass Valley has 
become a unique industrial hub 
that offers a wide range of tradi-
tional products - each exemplify-
ing the best of ‘Made in France’. 
This brings together a network of 
know-how while regrouping spe-
cialized companies at all stages of 
glass packaging production.

Says President of MG Group 
France, Stéphane Franconville: 
“The skills and expertise of Glass 
Valley members make it a sort 
of one-stop-shop that’s capable 
of offering some of the world’s 
biggest brands in perfumery, cos-
metics and spirits with a wide 
range of traditional products - all 
made in France.” 

MEETING QUALITY 
CRITERIA FOR LUXURY 
PRODUCTS

The unique properties that 
make glass such an exceptional 

GMP&A 4/202348



the customers, and we offer that 
to the market.” 

CURRENT CHALLENGES IN 
THE LUXURY INDUSTRY 

Today’s luxury glass is fac-
ing significant challenges as con-
sumers, and in turn customers, 
become increasingly aware of the 
sustainability footprint of their 
preferred products. The biggest 
challenge is balancing regulatory 
and environmental constraints 
with innovation and customer 
support. To address these issues, 
the industry is working on various 
weight reduction, recycling, and 
decarbonisation initiatives.

In turn, Glass Valley is cur-
rently working on creating sus-
tainable glass packaging solutions 
by following three principles of 

material for luxury products are 
essentially three: 

  As an inert material, glass 
ensures optimal preservation 
of its content while its longer 
shelf life makes it ideal for stor-
ing valuable cellar wines and 
spirits.

  Its recyclability, reusability, and 
versatility in terms of shapes 
and design makes it a popu-
lar choice in the perfumery 
industry, as it allows for unique 
branding and differentiation 
that builds brands.

  The transparency and purity of 
glass enhances the appearance 
of products, highlighting their 
true colours and characteris-
tics and adding to the iconic 
silhouette of many collections.
As succinctly put by Jean-

Marc Arrambourg, Chairman 
and CEO of Saverglass Group 
and member of both La Glass 
Vallée and FEVE: “Compared 
to other packaging materials, it’s 
right to say that glass is the only 
one that combines all the above 
advantages.”  

HOW BEING A ‘HUB’ 
ADVANCED GLASS 
PACKAGING INNOVATION 

Glass Valley’s rise to world-
leading hub comes down to two 
key factors, namely proximity and 
shared know-how. Here Glass 
Valley represents more than 60 
interconnected companies from 

all levels of the value chain - all 
operating in close proximity. This 
allows them to offer their exper-
tise in all stages of production, 
from model makers to decorators 
to manufacturers. Glass Valley 
also counts on complementary 
companies, such as those in the 
transport and storage industry, 
to deliver finished high-end and 
luxury glass packaging. Together, 
these elements give their mem-
bers the capacity of sharing their 
know-how on innovation, sustain-
ability and quality with partnering 
brands. Says Franconville: “Glass 
Valley is a centre of excellence for 
the most complicated packaging 
that’s also of optimum quality. 
Here proximity enables co-inno-
vation between the suppliers and 
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LUXURY PRODUCTS

customer proximity and collabora-
tion, as well as 5 R&D principles: 

  Reduce: Initiatives to reduce the 
weight of glass while maintain-
ing its identity

  Reuse: Scouting for new reus-
able glass packaging solutions 
for perfume bottles

  Recycle: Increasing collection 
of glass throughout the value 
chainw

  Replace: By advancing the 
“glassification” of luxury pack-
aging products to the detriment 
of other packaging materials

  Disrupt: Providing disruptive 
solutions to customers and pre-
mium brands
Glassmakers must balance 

environmental constraints with 
innovation to continue support-
ing customers while reducing 
their environmental footprint. 
Finally, to push initiatives forward 

GMP&A 4/202350



These initiatives, and others like 
it across the glass industry, are proof 
that Glass Valley is building on its 
combination of historical expertise 
and modern advancements, creat-
ing sustainable solutions while pro-
viding training and support to the 
next generation of workers.

It is this legacy of innovation in 
glass craftsmanship – along with the 
exceptional properties of glass as a 
packaging material, and collabora-
tion from an interconnected net-
work of companies from all levels 
of the value chain – that have seen 
Glass Valley become a world leader 
in luxury packaging. And it is this 
same legacy that will see them pave 
the way for the packaging that we 
rely on in the future. 

sustainability. In turn, Glass Valley 
will continue to strive for sustain-
able development through sharing 
its members’ progress, with a clear 
path towards achieving a more 
climate-neutral, circular and fit for 
the future glass packaging.

‘Glass Industry 4.0’ focuses on 
using technology to enhance exper-
tise in hollow glass, where Industry 
4.0 technologies, such as machine 
learning, are already improving 
production quality and custom-
er satisfaction. Digital simulation 
and measurement systems, along 
with industrial data analysis, help 
improve process optimization and 
quality control, as well as reduce 
CO2 emissions. Human expertise 
and technology integration ensure 
success in the premium market.

that address future challenges, 
Glass Valley provides in-house 
360-degree training with skilled 
trainers to prepare the next gen-
eration of workers to make a posi-
tive impact on the industry. Says 
Arrambourg: “We see this period 
as a step change - we need to be 
agile, flexible and as cooperative 
as we can. We’re finding solutions 
for the industry that will ultimately 
provide solutions to the market 
and to customers.” 

BRINGING THE GLASS 
INDUSTRY 4.0 TO LIFE

The glass industry is commit-
ted to addressing environmental 
challenges and has set ambitious 
decarbonisation objectives that 
demonstrate its commitment to 

WHAT IS THE GLASS 
HALLMARK? 

i The Glass Hallmark identifies the container glass on which the mark 
appears as recyclable while optimally preserving its content thanks 
to its inert nature. The Glass Hallmark neither expresses nor claims 
any other product-related characteristic. As such it’s not an official 
certification stamp. More specifically, the Glass Hallmark constitutes 
no other environmental claim e.g., that the glass container concerned 
contains a minimum percentage of recycled glass or that it will be 
recycled at the end of its life.

Avenue Louise 89, Bte 4
B-1050 Brussels - Belgium

Tel.: +32-2-536-0080 
Fax: +32-2-539-3752

E-mail: secretariat@feve.org

www.feve.org

FEVE
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Science-based 
targets: VIDRALA’s 
ambitious journey 
towards net-zero
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GLASS CONTAINERS
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Aiming to shine out as the most sustainable glass 

company out there by 2030, VIDRALA has recommitted to 

reducing greenhouse gas emissions in close alignment 

with the latest indications by climate scientists in a 

conquest for sustainability that’s recognized as a 

groundbreaking effort in the industry.



DETERMINED TO PLAY ITS 
PART

Vidrala’s new targets closely 
follow a range of ground-break-
ing environmental activity at its 
plants throughout Europe. These 
include the 2021 project with 
Glass Futures which pioneered 
development of a highly sustain-
able glass container using biofuel, 
as well as the recent creation of a 
district heating network around 
its facility in Corsico, Milan. The 
latter scheme is now improving 
air quality in the area and reduc-
ing the amount of CO2 being 

In a landmark move that paves 
the way for innovative envi-
ronmental initiatives, includ-

ing sustainable glass furnaces 
and zero-emissions glass bot-
tles, Vidrala recently validated 
the industry’s most demanding 
Science-Based Targets (SBTs) 
as it announced its mission to 
create the world’s first net-zero 
glass containers. The most ambi-
tious of their kind, such targets 
will ensure the company operates 
in a way that will help prevent the 
planet’s temperature from rising 
more than 1.5°C compared to 
pre-industrial levels.

THE COURAGE TO LEAD
A pivotal moment for Vidala, 

it ranks the company among 
the first in the industry to 
have Science-Based Targets 
approved within a framework 

that’s used to ensure compa-
nies’ emissions targets properly 
cohere with climate science. 
More specifically, Vidrala thus 
aims to reduce its Scope 1 and 2 
greenhouse gas emissions by 47 
percent, and its Scope 3 emis-
sions by 28 percent by 2030 - 
thereby helping to prevent the 
worst effects of climate change 
while underscoring the compa-
ny’s core values. Here emission-
reducing activity being rolled 
out across the group strives to 
rank Vidrala as the most sus-
tainable glass business in the 
world by 2030.
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released into the atmosphere by 
3,000 tonnes a year - all while 
providing a sustainable supply of 
energy for local inhabitants.

UNPACKING SCIENCE-
BASED TARGETS

Here Vidrala’s SBTs pave the 
way for similar bold environ-
mental initiatives which seek to 
ensure the company has a posi-
tive impact on its communities, 
while safeguarding the planet’s 
future. It will also create some 
of the world’s most sustainable 
glass furnaces, making ground-
breaking investments in more 
environmentally-friendly meth-
ods of logistics as it works with 
cutting-edge suppliers and strives 
to ultimately create the first zero-
emissions glass bottle.

Environmental consultan-
cy Carbon Intelligence (now 
Accenture) worked with Vidrala 
to support its submission to the 
SBTi. Said Associate DirectorSusie 
Chalk: “Vidrala is leading the 
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glass containers in the market.”
Vidrala CEO, Gorka Schmitt, 

added: “We believe that Vidrala 
has the power to do good, and 
we know that to be able to 
have a positive impact, we must 
be commercially viable in an 
increasingly environmentally 
driven world. Signing up to 
SBTs makes business sense and 
will give us a more attractive 
proposition for like-minded 
customers and partners.”

The SBTs were validated by 
the Science-Based Targets ini-
tiative (SBTi). The SBTi is a 
partnership between CDP, the 
United Nations Global Compact, 
World Resources Institute (WRI) 
and the World-Wide Fund for 
Nature (WWF). 

impact of their own value-chain 
as well as that of their custom-
ers. The ground-breaking pro-
gramme they have in place shows 
that ambitious change is possible 
in an industry perceived as dif-
ficult to decarbonise.”

A SAFER FUTURE FOR ALL
Director of Sustainability at 

Vidrala, Fiacre O’Donnell, com-
mented on the news: “Science 
Based Targets are the globally-
recognised, externally-verified 
gold standard in measuring cor-
porate climate action and we’re 
delighted that our ambitious goals 
have been approved. We are com-
mitting to science-based targets 
to safeguard our future and make 
good on our long-term duty to 
protect our people and the planet. 
By being more innovative in our 
way of thinking, and constantly 
seeking new ways to reduce our 
greenhouse gas emissions, we’ll 
protect and grow jobs, future-
proof our business, and continue 
to create the most sustainable 

way for manufacturers wishing 
to improve the environmental 

Barrio Munegazo, 22
01400 Llodio - Álava

SPAIN
Tel.: +34-946-71-97-00

www.vidrala.com

VIDRALA

news:%E2%80%9CScience
http://www.vidrala.com


Carbon footprint 
almost halved by 
new LION GLASS  
solution 
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On a global scale glass manu-
facturing  annually produc-
es no less than 86 million 

tons of carbon dioxide. However, 
a new glass type could potentially 
reduce that carbon footprint by 
50 percent. The groundbreak-
ing innovation, denominated 
LionGlass, has been meticulous-
ly engineered by researchers at 
Penn State. LionGlass requires 
much less energy during pro-
duction while exhibiting far 
greater damage resistance when 
compared to the standard soda 
lime silicate glass. In a significant 
stride towards market implemen-
tation, the research team recently 
completed the filing of a patent 
application.

Researchers at Penn State have developed LION GLASS, 

a more sustainable and stronger glass with significantly 

reduced energy consumption and improved crack 

resistance. LionGlass aims to cut the carbon footprint of 

glass manufacturing by half, and its potential applications 

are being evaluated through patent applications and 

chemical testing.

IN IT FOR THE LONG HAUL
John Mauro, Dorothy Pate 

Enright Professor of Materials 
Science and Engineering at 
Penn State who is also lead 
project researcher, articu-
lated the team’s overarching 
objective thus: “Our goal is 
to make glass manufactur-
ing sustainable for the long 
term.” Elucidating further on 
the properties of LionGlass, 
he affirmed that “LionGlass 
eliminates the use of carbon-
containing batch materials and 
significantly lowers the melting 
temperature of glass.”

The common variety of glass 
known as soda lime silicate glass, 
which finds extensive use in an 

array of everyday items such as 
windows and glass tableware, is 
made by melting together three 
primary constituents, name-
ly quartz sand, soda ash, and 
limestone. Notably, soda ash is 
constituted by sodium carbon-
ate whereas limestone is made 
of calcium carbonate - both 
of which emit carbon dioxide 
(CO2) upon melting: a green-
house gas that’s responsible for 
heat retention. Says Mauro: 
“During the glass melting pro-
cess, the carbonates decompose 
into oxides and produce carbon 
dioxide, which gets released into 
the atmosphere.” Nonetheless, 
it’s the energy-intensive heating 
of furnaces to the elevated tem-



named after Penn State’s iconic 
Nittany Lion mascot, mani-
fests considerably greater crack 
resistance in comparison to its 
traditional counterpart. Certain 
glass compositions formulat-
ed by the team exhibited such 
remarkable crack resistance that 
they remained impervious to 
cracking even when subjected 
to a load of one kilogram-force 
exerted by a Vickers diamond 
indenter. LionGlass, being at 
least ten times more resistant 
to cracking in comparison to 
standard soda lime glass, which 
succumbs to cracking under a 
load of approximately 0.1 kilo-
grams force, defies any defini-
tive limits. Here the research-
ers clarified that the full extent 
of LionGlass’ crack resistance 
capabilities has not yet been 

peratures necessitated for glass 
melting that mostly contributes 
to the bulk of CO2 emissions. 
When using LionGlass, melting 
temperatures are appreciably 
reduced by approximately 300 
to 400 degrees Celsius. This 
significant reduction, explained 
Mauro, equates to an estimated 
30 percent decrease in energy 
consumption compared to the 
conventional soda lime glass.

AN ARRAY OF WINNING 
PROPERTIES

LionGlass not only exhib-
its a reduced environmental 
impact. It also outperforms 
conventional glass in terms of 
strength. Here the research 
team were delighted to discover 
that the new glass variant, aptly 
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ascertained as they encountered 
the maximum load capacity of 
the indentation equipment dur-
ing their investigations.

“We kept increasing the 
weight on LionGlass until we 
reached the maximum load the 
equipment will allow,” said Nick 
Clark, a postdoctoral fellow at 
Mauro’s lab. “It simply wouldn’t 
crack.” Mauro underscored the 
significance of crack resistance 
as a crucial quality in evaluat-
ing glass, emphasizing that it 
determines the eventual failure 
of the material. Over time, glass 
develops microcracks on its sur-
face, which serve as vulnerable 
points. Breaking glass is attrib-
uted to weaknesses caused by 
pre-existing microcracks. Mauro 
emphasized the value of glass 
that resists the formation of 
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“Humans learned how to man-
ufacture glass more than 5,000 
years ago. Since then it has 
been critical in bringing modern 
civilization to where it is today,” 
said Mauro. “Now, we’re at 
a point in time when we need 
it to help shape the future as 
we face global challenges such 
as environmental issues, renew-
able energy, energy efficiency, 
health care and urban develop-
ment. Glass can play a vital role 
in solving these issues, and we 
are ready to contribute.” 

microcracks, noting how it is 
particularly advantageous.

NEW FRONTIERS FOR 
RESILIENCE

“Damage resistance is a par-
ticularly important property for 
glass,” affirmed Mauro. “Think 
about all the ways we rely on 
the strength of glass in the auto-
motive industry and electronics 
industry, architecture and com-
munication technology like fiber 
optic cables. Even in health care, 
vaccines are stored in strong, 
chemically-resistant glass pack-
aging.” Mauro expressed his 
hope that the enhanced strength 
of LionGlass would enable the 
creation of lighter-weight prod-
ucts. Given that LionGlass 
exhibits ten times greater dam-
age resistance than existing glass, 
it could be substantially thinner 
- even while maintaining the 
same level of damage resistance. 
Mauro commented, “We should 
be able to reduce the thickness 
and still get the same level of 
damage resistance. If we have 
a lighter-weight product, that is 
even better for the environment, 
because we use less raw materi-
als and need less energy to pro-
duce it. Even downstream, for 
transportation, that reduces the 
energy required to transport the 
glass, so it’s a winning situation 
for everyone.”

Mauro emphasized that 
the research team is current-

ly assessing the potential of 
LionGlass. It has submitted a 
patent application that covers 
the full glass composition range 
within the LionGlass family, 
each one possessing its distinct 
properties and potential appli-
cations. As such the team is 
currently subjecting various 
LionGlass compositions to 
diverse chemical environments 
to analyze their reactions. The 
results will provide valuable 
insights into the versatile utili-
zation of LionGlass worldwide. 

ABOUT JOHN MAURO 
Dr John Mauro, an esteemed expert in glass science, is a graduate 
of Alfred University. Having gained extensive experience at Corning 
Inc, he is also known for his contributions to glass compositions, 
including Gorilla® Glass. At Penn State, he focuses on glass transition 
and relaxation as well as predictive design of new glassy materials. 
Mauro’s research covers various areas, including high-strength glas-
ses, nucleation/crystallization and glass melting/processing. With over 
340 publications and 72 US patents behind him, he is now an influen-
tial figure in the field and serves as Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of the 
American Ceramic Society.
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The South Korean market 
for cosmetics and per-
fumery stands among the 

top ten beauty markets world-
wide - renowned for its innova-
tive spirit, its smart ingredient 
use and its appealing packaging. 
In 2020, the market size saw a 
notable decline against the pre-
vious year - dropping to USD 
6.8 billion due to the impact 
of COVID-19. That said, the 
export of K-beauty products 
and the balance of trade dem-
onstrated a resilient increase of 
approximately 16 percent and 
14 percent respectively.

Container glass 
for cosmetics and 
perfumery in   
SOUTH KOREA  
Rajeev Jetley 
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With over 52 million inhabitants, 

SOUTH KOREA represents a major 

cosmetics & perfumery market in 

Asia - with high per capita spending 

to the direct benefit of container 

glass producers within this lucrative 

segment. Here Glass Machinery 

Plants & Accessories provides an 

overview of the container glass 

industry in the country.
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Over the next decade, the cos-
metics and perfumery segment in 
South Korea is poised to maintain 
its growth momentum, fueled by 
an expanding customer base and 
a rising female population. This 
presents container glass produc-
ers with an extensive market 
to which to cater. Nonetheless, 
changes in product assortment 
and advancements in distribution 
channels are projected to occur at 
a more tempered pace compared 
to previous periods. Indeed the 
evolution of distribution channels 
is likely to align with the develop-
ment of the Korean retail market 
- which is gradually embracing 
newer retail formats.

South Korea boasts sever-
al prominent cosmetic brands, 
many of which have success-
fully extended their reach global-

ly. These include Amorepacific, 
which is known for such renowned 
brands as Laneige, Etude House, 
Innisfree, Sulwhasoo and 
Mamonde, as well as LG, which 
goes on to offer such esteemed 
brands as Isa Knox, The Face 
Shop and Nature Republic.

Within the domain of Original 
Equipment Manufacturing 
(OEM) and Original Design 
Manufacturing (ODM), 60 per-
cent of the market share is domi-
nated by three leading compa-
nies: Cosmecca Korea Co., Ltd., 
Cosmax Inc. and Kolmar Korea 
Co., Ltd. A notable market trend 
indicates a shift towards more 
refined diversification in con-
sumer segmentation. Notably, 
the number of male customers 
seeking cosmetic products is on 

the rise. South Korea boasts the 
highest smartphone ownership 
rate globally, and online market-
ing has experienced an accelerat-
ed growth trajectory over recent 
years. Moreover, increasing envi-
ronmental concerns and climate 
change have fueled public appre-
hension regarding skin-related 
issues - amplifying the demand 
for derma-cosmetic products.

The proliferation of K-Drama 
and K-pop, widely known as the 
K-wave, has propelled the export 
of Korean cosmetics - particular-
ly to Southeast Asia and China. 
This surge in popularity has 
given rise to the term ‘K-Beauty’, 
signifying the burgeoning reputa-
tion of Korean beauty products. 
Companies in the industry have 



providers are increasingly using 
augmented reality tools to bol-
ster their market presence - ena-
bling end-users to virtually try 
products through mobile applica-
tions such as L’Oreal’s Makeup 
Genius. These factors collec-
tively propel the growth of the 
container glass industry within 
the cosmetics and perfumery seg-
ment in South Korea.

LOOKING AHEAD
The container glass indus-

try is expected to assume an 
increasingly crucial role within 
the South Korean cosmetics 
and perfumery industry. Korean 
beauty experts predict that skin-
care will continue to dominate 
the cosmetic landscape over the 
coming years - particularly owing 
to the surging demand for multi-
purpose products that provide 
moisturizing, wrinkle prevention 
and whitening effects. Notably, a 
significant proportion of custom-

diversified their offerings and 
expanded their brands and prod-
ucts, tapping into new markets in 
Europe and North America. 

In 2020, total imports of cos-
metics witnessed a decline of 2.8 
percent compared to the previ-
ous year - amounting to USD 
1.1 billion. France emerged as 
the largest exporter to Korea, 
accounting for USD 433 million, 
followed by the United States 
(USD 337 million) and Japan 
(USD 161 million). According to 
statistics published by the Korea 
Customs Service, skincare cos-
metics retained their position as 
the largest import category in 
2021, representing 34.17 percent 
or USD 560M of the total cos-
metic imports. Perfumes, scents 
and haircare products all con-
stituted the major subsequent 
import categories.

Suneera Joseph, a Consumer 
Analyst at Global Data, attrib-

uted the increased spending on 
make-up products among South 
Korean men to the influence 
of Korean pop music, movies, 
TV celebrity endorsements and 
the availability of innovative 
K-Beauty products. As COVID-
19 restrictions gradually eased 
in 2022, consumers resumed 
their regular activities, including 
work, studies, leisure, socializing 
and shopping - thus providing 
more opportunities for make-
up application. The burgeoning 
presence of online beauty retail-
ers further invigorated the sales 
of cosmetics.

Escalating spending on cos-
metics and personal care prod-
ucts in South Korea has become 
the primary driving force behind 
the growing demand for con-
tainer glass within this segment. 
The desire for organic and natu-
ral beauty products is projected 
to witness substantial growth 
in the coming years. Cosmetic 
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of the global cosmetics com-
pany Amorepacific, has played 
a pivotal role in the growth 
of the Korean beauty industry 
since its establishment in 1973. 
With expertise in bottle design, 
mould design, bottle manufac-
turing and decoration technolo-
gies, Pacific Glas has estab-
lished itself as a leading cos-
metics container manufacturer. 
The company’s plant located in 
Janghang supplies over 2,000 
items to more than 100 domes-
tic and global cosmetic com-
panies annually - catering to 
customer demands through 
various decoration techniques, 
including coating, hydrofluo-
ric acid, transfer and printing, 
while simultaneously improving 
the quality and transparency of 
its glass bottles.

ers exhibit a preference for glass 
packaging in this context. Korean 
facial mask sheets have achieved 
remarkable success in the realm 
of K-Beauty - captivating social 
media platforms with their excep-
tional moisturizing capabilities 
and user-friendly nature as they 
seamlessly integrate into daily 
skincare routines. Moreover, the 
realm of personalized cosmet-
ics -including advancements in 
3D printing technology and data 
science- is set to expand further. 
The growing demand for cus-
tomized products among con-
sumers seeking targeted results 
has facilitated the analysis of 
skin conditions and lifestyle hab-
its to develop tailored skincare 
and cosmetic solutions. At CES 
2020, Amorepacific unveiled its 
customized 3D printed Sheet 
mask system, representing a sig-

nificant milestone in the realm 
of 3D-printed skincare products 
while highlighting the commer-
cial viability of bio-printing tech-
nologies within the consumer 
sector.

VERESCENCE
Within the realm of major 

container glass producers for 
cosmetics and perfumery in 
South Korea, Verescence has 
emerged as a prominent brand 
- having ventured into the 
South Korean packaging mar-
ket by acquiring Pacific Glas, a 
cosmetic and perfumery glass 
producer, in 2021. With three 
glass production sites and four 
decoration sites in Europe and 
North America, Verescence 
boasts an annual production 
capacity of 500 million bot-
tles. Pacific Glas, a subsidiary 
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through research hubs situated 
worldwide. Recognized for its 
world-class products, it stands 
at the forefront of transform-
ing global beauty trends through 
innovative approaches.

KUMBI GLASS
For over half a century, the 

Kumbi Corporation has been 
deeply involved in the manufac-
turing, supply and distribution 
of exquisite glass bottles. As a 
premier supplier and one of the 
nation’s largest glass bottle manu-
facturers, the company has played 
a pivotal role in propelling the 
glass industry forward in South 
Korea. Presently, the company 
offers an array of flint and emer-
ald green glass bottles, crafted 
in captivating shapes - including 
narrow-neck pressed bottles and 
petite containers. Such impec-
cable vessels find extensive use 
in the realms of beverages, culi-

nary delights, spirits and cosmet-
ics. Kumbi Corporation boasts 
two state-of-the-art manufactur-
ing plants located in Onyang and 
Icheon - boasting an impressive 
total capacity of 450 tons per day, 
along with seven individual section 
machines that facilitate the crea-
tion of these artistic masterpieces.

SAMKWANG GLASS 
Samkwang Glass operates two 

distinguished container glass pro-
duction facilities in South Korea. 
The esteemed Nonsan facility 
stands adorned with an installed 
capacity to yield a remarkable 
200 tonnes per day of flint bot-
tles and exquisitely crafted table-
ware glass. The second prodi-
gious production plant, nestled in 
Cheonan, boasts an awe-inspiring 
installed capacity of 400 tonnes 
per day, dedicated to the creation 
of vibrantly coloured glass bottles 
that captivate the senses.

AMOREPACIFIC 
Since 1945, Amorepacific has 

been steadfast in its mission to 
bring its unique perception of 
beauty, widely known as ‘Asian 
Beauty,’ to the global stage. As 
a leading beauty company in 
Korea, Amorepacific combines 
its profound understanding of 
nature and humans to harmonize 
inner and outer beauty. With 
a portfolio encompassing over 
20 cosmetics, personal care and 
health care brands, Amorepacific 
caters to the diverse lifestyles and 
needs of consumers across Asia, 
North America, Europe, Oceania 
and the Middle East. Committed 
to sustainable research and devel-
opment, the company leverages 
the best of natural Asian ingredi-
ents and advanced biotechnology 
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RECYCLING

R
ECYCLABILITY:  
MEETING CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY TARGETS

Glass is a material that exhibits 
endless recyclability, serving as a 
remarkable testament to the suc-
cess of recycling efforts. Over the 
past six decades, glass recycling 
has witnessed substantial growth 
- achieving exceptional collection 
rates of 80 percent within the 
European Union (EU), which 
positions it as one of the foremost 
recycled packaging materials. By 
harnessing an increased supply 
of recycled glass for production 
cycles the reduction of virgin 
resources and carbon dioxide 
emissions is attainable - simul-

Circular economy: 
FEVE unpacks 
current EU 
packaging 

As the EU’s Packaging and Packaging Waste Regulation 

and waste management are currently being thrashed 

out among Brussels’ key priorities. Here FEVE investigates 

the potential implications of the proposed PPWR revision 

for glass packaging, as well as its potential effects upon 

brands, retailers, businesses and consumers.



the market is continuously made 
from recycled materials instead of 
virgin resources. This approach 
would guarantee the highest recy-
cled content in available packag-
ing. Furthermore, it is important 
to acknowledge that not all pack-
aging materials exhibit equal recy-
clability. New regulations should 
acknowledge the accomplish-
ments of such ‘permanent mate-
rials’ as glass to encourage waste 
reduction that promotes high-
quality closed-loop recycling.
waste reduction targets - a high 
priority to ensure a level-playing 
field and equal commitment to all 
materials.

NOT ALL PACKAGING 
MATERIALS ARE CREATED 
EQUAL

Glass, alongside steel and alu-
minium, qualifies as a perma-

taneously conserving energy. As 
evinced by statistics indicating 
an upward trajectory, the average 
glass bottle or jar now contains 
an impressive 52 percent recy-
cled content.

SUPPORTING EU 
AMBITIONS ON 
RECYCLABILITY

The European Commission’s 
proposal for the Packaging and 
Packaging Waste Regulation 
(PPWR) marks a significant stride 
towards ensuring that only recy-
clable packaging enters the EU 
market. By 2030, all packaging in 
the market must be designed for 
recyclability, with harmonised cri-
teria introduced to ensure effec-
tive collection, sorting and large-
scale recycling. Packaging will be 
categorised into A-E recyclability 
performance grades - with grade 
E packaging phased out by 2030. 
This grading system will also 
serve as the foundation for eco-
modulation of Extended Producer 
Responsibility (EPR) fees, adjust-
ing fees according to product 
recyclability. While FEVE strong-
ly supports this emphasis upon 
recyclability, it believes further 
steps can be taken. Closed-loop 
recycling, an essential component 
of a functional Circular Economy, 
must be recognized as a crucial 
measure to ensure packaging in 
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nent material that can undergo 
endless recycling within a closed 
loop, essentially retaining its 
intrinsic characteristics through-
out the process. Furthermore, 
glass exhibits virtual inertness, 
which ensures its suitability as 
a food-safe packaging material 
regardless of its previous con-
tents. These exceptional attrib-
utes enable glass to seamlessly 
integrate into a closed-loop recy-
cling system. This guarantees its 
sustained quality and functional-
ity in subsequent cycles.

BOOSTING COLLECTION
Close the Glass Loop strives 

to bring together the entire value 
chain to accomplish a target col-
lection rate of 90 percent for 
glass packaging by 2030 - an 
objective that aligns with EU 
circularity and climate neutral-
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ers must guarantee the genuine 
recyclability of their products 
and effectively communicate as 
much. Today PPWR proposals 
present an untapped opportu-
nity to prioritise recyclability. It’s 
essential that EU policymakers 
demonstrate courage in defining 
recycling for the packaging that 
we rely upon daily - an approach 
that can transform the PPWR 
into a catalyst to encourage pro-
ducers and the entire value chain 
to enhance the collection and 
recycling of glass, moving closer 
to the 90 percent collection target 
by 2030 while reducing packag-
ing waste within the EU. Given 
the urgency of the matter, there 
is no time to waste. 

ity commitments, and so neces-
sitates increased and improved 
collection efforts to facilitate 
glass recycling. To support the 
packaging recyclability require-
ments outlined in the PPWR it’s 
crucial that measures stimulating 
investments in collection, sorting 
and recycling infrastructure be 
implemented Europewide. Here 
the manner in which packaging 
is collected directly impacts the 
quantity and quality of recycla-
ble materials obtained. As such, 
separate collection and sorting 
procedures come as fundamental 
prerequisites for ensuring high-
quality recycling processes as 
well as adherence to the recycla-
bility criteria.

ACCELERATING THE 
TRANSITION TO A TRULY 
CIRCULAR ECONOMY FOR 
PACKAGING

Mindful of the above, FEVE 
deems it opportune for policy-
makers to:

  Incorporate closed-loop recy-
cling into the A-E recyclabil-
ity performance grades -spe-
cifically as A and B grades- in 
order to increase the presence 
of recycled packaging in the 
market. This, in turn, should 

lead to reduced Extended 
Producer Responsibility (EPR) 
fees - serving as an incentive 
for progress.

  Exhibit greater ambition 
regarding the definition of 
closed-loop recycling, high-
quality recycling and scaled-
up recycling. This includes 
advancing the timeline for 
recyclability criteria to 2030 
rather than to 2035.

  Ensure that packaging is col-
lected, sorted, and recycled to 
a significant scale in Member 
States that represent at least 90 
percent of the EU population - 
thereby surpassing the current 
proposal of 75 percent.

  Recognize the existence of 
Permanent Materials that 
retain their intrinsic properties 
to facilitate high-quality recy-
cling within closed-loop sys-
tems. This recognition would 
contribute to minimising the 
use of virgin raw materials.

  Promote separate collecting by 
establishing a mandatory recy-
cling rate of 90 percent for all 
packaging materials.
As European legislation impos-

es increasingly stringent require-
ments upon recycling and sus-
tainability data, brands and retail-
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SUSTAINABILITY

Avenue Louise 89, Bte 4
B-1050 Brussels - Belgium

Tel.: +32-2-536-0080 
Fax: +32-2-539-3752

E-mail: secretariat@feve.org

www.feve.org

FEVE

mailto:secretariat@feve.org
http://www.feve.org
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Exquisite glass 
bottles 
demonstrate 
leading   
SAVERGLASS  
craftsmanship 
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Showcasing its unique designs, SAVERGLASS typically 

excels at wowing the industry with its glass bottle 

creations. This has the company catering to premium 

industries worldwide - all thanks to a manufacturing, 

customization and decoration excellence that ranks 

Saverglass among the preferred partners for both 

leading brands and major wine and spirits groups.

GMP&A 4/2023

AFrench group esteemed 
in the hollow glass sector, 
Saverglass is renowned 

worldwide for its expertise in 
manufacturing, customising and 
embellishing high-end glass bot-
tles. Catering to the premium and 
super-premium segments, the 
company serves a diverse range 
of industries that include spirits, 
fine wine, champagne, perfume, 
cosmetics and food. Here’s why 
Saverglass’ commitment to inno-
vation, mastery of glassmaking 
techniques and uncompromising 
quality has earned it a sterling 
reputation internationally.

SEEKING TO MEET EVERY 
REQUIREMENT

For several decades, Saverglass 
has stood out by offering mod-
ern, versatile and original designs 
that have become the hallmark of 
the company’s identity and repu-
tation. By leveraging its expertise 
in glassmaking and decoration as 
well as a wide array of product 
offerings and innovative solu-
tions -and by acting as a trusted 
consultant throughout project 
development- Saverglass consist-
ently demonstrates its original-
ity - also standing out as a value 
creator.



GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
Since the 1990s, Saverglass 

has expanded its reach interna-
tionally by establishing distri-
bution subsidiaries and branch 
offices. Presently, it has a pres-
ence in all premium spirits 
and high-end wine production 
regions worldwide - including 
in France, the USA, the UK, 
Spain, Portugal, Mexico, Italy, 
Australia, New Zealand and 
South Africa.

DISTINCTIVE POSITIONING 
IN THE MARKET

Saverglass operates from its 
headquarters at the Feuquières 
glassworks, a site with a rich 
tradition in Bresle Valley - a hub 
of French glassmaking since the 
15th century. In 1985, under 
the leadership of Loïc Quentin 
de Gromard, the company 
adopted a hyper-specialisation 
strategy - enabling it to establish 
a strong position in the luxury 
bottle niche market. With its 
ability to accommodate small 
production runs, Saverglass 
became a pioneer in offering 
products that were non-existent 
in the 1980s - particularly with-
in the spirits industry.

In 1991, Saverglass ventured 
into the decoration business at 
the Feuquières site, comple-
menting its high-end service and 
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tion - leaving a lasting impact 
while ensuring optimum quality 
in developing new types of bot-
tles or decanters. Collaborating 
closely with its customers, 
the Saverglass Group assists 
in designing shapes, selecting 
tints, personalising products 
with various finishes, etch-
ings and decorations - all while 

ACHIEVING DESIGN 
DIFFERENTIATION 

Saverglass understands that 
each project is unique - driven 
by its history, values, and brand 
positioning. As an outstanding 
partner for brands and design 
agencies, Saverglass specialises 
in creating stronger differentia-
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meeting the growing demand 
for sophisticated and custom-
ised solutions. This unique 
position in the glass industry 
encompasses expertise ranging 
from manufacturing to person-
alised and decorated glass.

Today Saverglass ranks as a 
leader in premium and super-
premium bottle manufactur-
ing. Leveraging its production 
capabilities and expertise, the 
company handles significant 
order volumes while catering to 
the specific needs of customers 
seeking special and short runs. 
As such -and with its technolog-
ical prowess, exceptional ser-
vice quality and creative capac-
ity- Saverglass occupies a truly 
unique position in the market.

A DIVERSE AND 
DISTINCTIVE PRODUCT 
RANGE

For over thirty years, 
Saverglass has been a key player 
in producing wine and spir-
its bottles that boast innovative 
shapes, exceptional  colours, 
distinctive punt shapes, geo-
metric shoulders, bodies and 
thick glass bases. By deviating 
from traditional glass packaging 
Saverglass has crafted an origi-
nal and imaginative design tab-
leau - very well-aligned with the 
demand for premium packaging 
in the wine and spirits industry.

With a comprehensive collec-
tion that encompasses over 250 
lines, ranging from 5 cl to 6 litre, 
Saverglass offers the market 
an impressively wide product 
range. Every year the company 
introduces new shapes derived 
from extensive research con-
ducted by its design department 
- showcasing its cross-category 
expertise in wines and spirits. 
Consequently Saverglass can 
provide excellent solutions for 
brands seeking differentiation, 
premiumization or added value 
during new product launches.



paying meticulous attention to 
the smallest details. Saverglass 
strives to employ the most suit-
able technical solutions and 
designs - ensuring the feasibility 
of each project while preserv-
ing the original essence of the 
product.
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DETAILED DECORATION: 
EMBRACING DAZZLING 
CREATIVITY

Differentiation, visual impact 
and innovative decoration 
solutions are all at the core 
of Saverglass’ approach. By 
enhancing the form design with 

striking decoration, the com-
pany helps brands stand out 
and captivate minds. Saverglass 
harnesses its expertise in luxury 
decoration to reproduce both 
simple and complex graphics 
- pushing boundaries to create 
new and breathtaking combina-
tions. The range of possibilities 
includes brilliant mirror effects, 
organic multi-colour screen 
printing combined with hot 
stamping, various Savercoat® 
effects (total, partial, or shaded) 
and a plethora of glossy, matte, 
opaque, translucent and night 
effects. These extraordinary 
solutions cater to the most crea-
tive projects - allowing brands 
to make a bold statement.

Since 2005, Saverglass has 
been among the leaders of 
organic decoration globally - 
utilising only organic inks and 
glazes in its finishing process-
es - a commitment that keeps 
the company a step ahead of 
many competitors. The Organic 
Color Play® brand has become 
a powerful marketing tool for 
both Saverglass and its clients. 
The group remains commit-
ted to innovation, continuously 
developing new materials and 
processes - all to improve pro-
ductivity, quality, differentia-
tion and environmental excel-
lence.

INTRODUCING VIBRANT 
GLASS COLOURS

Saverglass has curated a 
range of unique shades under 
the Select Colors® brand. 
Initially centred around eight 
tints -Jade Green, Water Green, 
Yellow Green, Moka, Miel, 
Grey Smoke, Blue Moon, and 
Blue Ice- this process also ena-
bles the creation of custom tints.

UNLEASHING NEW 
TACTILE AND VISUAL 
EFFECTS

Glass embodies a dual sen-
sory reality - the tactile experi-
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support even the most chal-
lenging projects. In 1991, the 
company established its first 
dedicated business unit for fin-
ishing - instantly propelling it 
among the protagonists of glob-
al innovation and success within 
its sector. Today, decoration 
stands as the Group’s second-
largest business - employing 
550 skilled professionals across 
three integrated finishing units 
and producing an impressive 
110 million decorated pieces 
annually.

Saverglass offers an exten-
sive range of techniques and 
expertise - providing a generous 
measure of solutions for its dis-
cerning clientele. These include 
screen printing with organic 
inks that are 100 percent recy-
clable, enamels or precious met-
als, coating using the patented 
Savercoat® process, acid-etch-
ing, sandblasting, hot stamping, 

or embossed details, Saverglass 
heightens the sensory experi-
ence and enriches all senses.

INNOVATION AS A 
MINDSET

Innovation is deeply ingrained 
in Saverglass’ culture. With a 
view to continuously enhancing 
the quality of its products and 
services, the Saverglass Group 
has fostered a strong culture of 
innovation - constantly antic-
ipating industry trends while 
delivering both innovative and 
functional solutions. This cul-
ture thrives under the guid-
ance of a dedicated team of 
50 research and development 
experts.

DECORATION: 
UNLEASHING LIMITLESS 
POSSIBILITIES

Saverglass has always priori-
tised high-quality decoration to 
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ence of touch and the emotional 
response it evokes. Saverglass 
has embarked on a journey to 
develop a fresh approach that 
constantly rejuvenates value 
creation - offering access to 
new and more nuanced sen-
sory dimensions. Through such 
techniques as soft-touch, acid-
etching, sandblasting and the 
creation of various textures and 
grains, including silky, rough, or 
oily effects, as well as engraved 
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sodium carbonate (soda) and cal-
cium oxide (lime) constitute 95 
percent of glass composition, the 
remaining five percent also play 
a crucial role - influencing its 
mechanical, chemical and visual 
attributes. Saverglass’ expertise 
lies in enhancing the composi-
tion of glass - imbuing its prod-
ucts with unique qualities. The 
impeccable ‘skin’ of the glass, 
characterised by its brilliance, is 
achieved through the use of cut-
ting-edge tools and equipment, 
meticulous monitoring of melting 
processes, rigorous maintenance 
programmes and the ability to 
fine-tune various procedures. 

metallization and such crea-
tive effects as the remarkable 
Art&Touch®. The company’s 
repertoire also extends to the 
skillful integration of various 
accessories. These innova-
tive and unique solutions with 
added value cater very ably to 
the demands of a discerning 
market.

QUALITY: THE ESSENCE OF 
THE COMPANY

Saverglass has earned world-
wide acclaim for its commit-
ment to delivering excellence in 
products and services. However, 
the company understands that 
maintaining this reputation 
requires an unwavering dedi-
cation to improvement. Every 
day, Saverglass combines its 
relentless pursuit of excellence 
with a demand for continuous 
performance enhancement.

Early on, Saverglass made 
the decision to base its quality 
standards on the ISO 9001 certi-
fication - earning the distinction 
in 1993 as the first glassmaking 
company to achieve this mile-
stone. The ISO 9001 standard 
encompasses the design, pro-
duction, inspection and delivery 
of products - ensuring a con-

stant process that guarantees 
ongoing quality.

All of Saverglass’ prod-
ucts are manufactured for the 
food industry and adhere to 
the Hazard Analysis Critical 
Control Point (HACCP) sys-
tem. Furthermore, all the 
company’s production sites in 
France are certified according 
to the ISO 14001 environmen-
tal management and ISO 22000 
food safety standards.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY 
MANAGEMENT

In its commitment to com-
prehensive management sys-
tems, Saverglass has obtained 
the 22301 Business Continuity 
Management certification. This 
distinction makes it the world’s 
first glassmaker and glass deco-
rator to receive this certifica-
tion, underscoring its ability to 
deliver exceptional service to 
its customers even in the most 
exceptional circumstances.

THE ART OF RECOGNIZING 
HIGH-QUALITY GLASS

The purity, clarity and trans-
parency of glass are the defining 
characteristics of premium-qual-
ity craftsmanship. While silica, 

3 Pl. de la Gare

60960 Feuquieres - France

Tel.: 0033-3-44464545

Fax: 0033-3-44464500

E-mail: info@saverglass.com

www.saverglass.com

SAVERGLASS

mailto:info@saverglass.com
mailto:info@saverglass.com
http://www.saverglass.com
http://www.saverglass.com
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DAILY 
NEWS
Daily news from around 
the world of glass: industry, 

management, projects, 
systems, innovations, 
products, events, etc. 

DAILY
NEWSLETTER
Over 7,600 registered users 
receive the newsletter -
with a worldwide news

GlassOnline.com 

VIDEO
INTERVIEW
GlassOnline, Glass Industry 

and our chanel Youtube, 
will host and promote 
your company videos and 
video interviews to a large 
professional audience 

FOCUS ON
A service dedicated 
to companies that want 
to publish articles in real 
time on case histories, 
special company events 
and celebrations, business 
agreements and production 
innovations, etc. 

OUR
PUBLICATIONS
All our publications 
are available free-of-charge 

iPhone / iPad and Android 
mobile systems or 
in pdf format 

NEW HOME PAGE

GOL 210x297 v2.indd   1 28/07/23   14:32
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COMPANY website COMPANY website

AMIG
www.ocmigroup.com

ANTONINI
www.antoninisrl.com

BDF INDUSTRIES
www.bdf.it

BOHEMI CHEMICALS
www.bohemichemicals.com

BUCHER EMHART GLASS
www.emhartglass.com

CAR-MET
www.carmetspa.it

COMMERSALD IMPIANTI
www.commersald.com

EME
www.eme.de

FALORNI TECH
www.falornitech.com

FAMOR ENGINEERING 
www.famoreng.com

FLUORITAL
www.fluorital.com

FONDERIE VALDELSANE
www.fonderievaldelsane.com

GLASS SERVICE
      www.glassservice.it

HEYE INTERNATIONAL
www.heye-international.com

KYP ACCESORIES
www.kypaccesories.com

LINCO BAXO
www.lincobaxo.com

MODERNE MECANIQUE
www.ocmigroup.com

NOVAXION
www.novaxion.fr

OCMI OTG
www.ocmigroup.com

S.I.G.MA.
www.sigmaref.it

SORG KERAMIK SERVICE
www.sks.net

NIKOLAUS SORG
www.sorg.de

TIAMA
www.tiama.com

VIDROMECANICA

www.vidromecanica.com
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KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group

AMPOULE PACKAGING 
MACHINES

Euromatic 
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
R.Cestaro
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group

ARTICLE 
PRODUCTION

Olimerk

ARTIFICIAL 
INTELLIGENCE

Video Systems

AUTOMATIC 
TUBE LOADERS

Euromatic
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
R.Cestaro
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group

AUTOMATIC 
WAREHOUSES

EMS Group

AUTOMATION

EME
Forglass
GS - Glass Service
Luben Glass
Mimsan Conveyor Systems
R.Cestaro 
Vetromeccanica
Video Systems
ZIPPE

BAG FILTERING 
PLANTS

BDF Industries

BATCH 
CHARGERS

BDF Industries
EME
Falorni Tech
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
Horn
MT Forni Industriali
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group
ZIPPE

BATCH 
AND CULLET 
HANDLING 
SYSTEMS

EME
Falorni Tech
Forglass
ZIPPE

BATCH/CULLET 
PREHEATERS

EME
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Sorg Nikolaus
ZIPPE

BATCH 
PLANTS

EME
Falorni Tech
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
HFT
TECO Group
Vidromecanica
ZIPPE

BENDING 
FURNACES

Forglass

BLOWING 
MACHINES

Bucher Emhart Glass
Famor Engineering
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

BURN-OFF 
MACHINES

Famor Engineering
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

BURNERS & 
ACCESSORIES

BDF Industries
Car-Met
Falorni Tech
Famor Engineering
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
KYP Accesories
Glass Service
Horn
Luben Glass
Moderne Mecanique
MT Forni Industriali
OCMI OTG
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Pennekamp
Sorg Nikolaus
Waltec Maschinen

BURNERS/ 
LOW NOx

BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Famor Engineering
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
Horn
KYP Accesories
Pennekamp
Sorg Nikolaus
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AGVs/LGV

Tecnoferrari

A.I. NIR FURNACE 
CAMERAS

GS - Glass Service

AIR COOLING 
SYSTEMS

Forglass
KYP Accesories
Luben Glass

AIR COOLING 
SYSTEMS 
for I.S. 
MACHINES

Revimac-Bottero

AIR 
COMPRESSORS

Pneumofore

ALLOYS FOR 
MOULDS

Fima-Olimpia Fonderie
Fonderie Bartalesi
Fonderie Valdelsane

AMPOULE 
AFTER-FORMING 
MACHINES/ LINES

KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Pennekamp
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group

AMPOULE FORMING 
MACHINES/LINES

Euromatic 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE 
CONTACT OUR ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT: 

tel: +39 - 02 - 66306866

http://www.glassonline.com
http://www.glassonline.com
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Revimac-Bottero
Vetromeccanica
Vidromecanica
WBT
ZIPPE

CONVEYOR CHAINS 
& SPROCKETS 
(HOT-END)

Bonaiti Pietro 
Luben Glass
Pennine
Renold
Revimac-Bottero
Ramsey Products
WBT
ZIPPE

CRACK-OFF 
MACHINES

Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

CROSS
CONVEYORS

BDF Industries
Bonaiti Pietro 
Bucher Emhart Glass
Car-Met
Ergon Meccanica
Famor Engineering
Heye International
Luben Glass
MT Forni Industriali
Olimerk
Pennekamp
Ramsey Products
Revimac-Bottero
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen
WBT

CULLET 
SEPARATION 
& TREATMENT 
SYSTEMS

EME
Falorni Tech
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group

CONTROL & 
AUTOMATION 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Bucher Automation
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
GS - Glass Service
Luben Glass
Horn
Iris Inspection Machines
Marposs
MSK Covertech
Nirox
Olivotto Glass Technologies
TECO Group
Tecnoferrari 
Tecnosens
VMA
Video Systems
Waltec Maschinen
ZIPPE

CONVEYING 
& STOCKING 
SYSTEMS

All Glass
Forglass
MSK Covertech
Olimerk
OMS
Ramsey Products
Regina Catene Calibrate
Tecnoferrari 
Vetromeccanica
EMS Group

CONVEYOR BELTS

Bonaiti Pietro
Car-Met
Famor Engineering
Forglass
Luben Glass
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Pennekamp
Pennine
Ramsey Products
Regina Catene Calibrate

COGENERATION AND 
TRIGENERATION 
THROUGH HEAT 
RECOVERY 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries

COLD-END 
LINES

ACH - Advanced 
Container Handling

All Glass
Bucher Emhart Glass
EMS Group
Forglass
Heye International
Iris Inspection Machines
KYP Accesories
Mimsan Conveyor Systems
MSK Covertech
Pennekamp
R.Cestaro
Regina Catene Calibrate
Tecnosens 
Vetromeccanica

COLOURS 
& ENAMELS

Bohemi Chemicals
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Fluorital
Forglass

CONSULTING 
SERVICES

AGR International Inc
BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Bucher Automation
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
GS - Glass Service
HFT
Horn
Luben Glass
Olivotto Glass Technologies
TECO Group
Video System

BURNERS/ 
OXY-FUEL

BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
KYP Accesories
MT Forni Industriali
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Sorg Nikolaus

CARPOULE 
AFTER
FORMING 
MACHINES
LINES

Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG

CARPOULE 
FORMING 
MACHINES
LINES

Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG

CAST IRON FOR 
MOULDS

Fima-Olimpia Fonderie
Fonderie Bertalesi
Fonderie Valdelsane

COATING 
OF GLASS - 
SYSTEMS & 
MATERIALS 
(HOT- / COLD-END)

Bohemi Chemicals
Fluorital
Forglass
Graphoidal 

Developments
Luben Glass
Pennekamp
R.Cestaro
Tecnosens
Vidromecanica

GMP&A 4/2023
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Vidromecanica
ZIPPE

DATAMATRIX 
READING  DEVICES

TIAMA

DECORATING 
MACHINES

Fermac
Koenig & Bauer Kammann
Pennekamp

DECORATION 
CUTTING 
MACHINES

Waltec Maschinen

DECORATIVE 
ENAMELS

Fluorital
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group

DEDUSTING 
& FILTERING 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Forglass

DOSING 
SYSTEMS: 
COLD-END 
EMULSIONS

GCG - Glass Consulting 
Group

Graphoidal 
Developments

Luben Glass
Pennekamp
R.Cestaro
Revimac-Bottero
Vidromecanica

DOSING 
SYSTEMS: 
GOB CUTTING 
LUBRICATION

Graphoidal 
Developments

Luben Glass
R.Cestaro
Revimac-Bottero

DRIVE SYSTEMS / 
VARIABLE SPEED

BDF Industries
Bottero
Forglass
Bucher Automation
Heye International
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Pennekamp
Revimac-Bottero
Tecnoferrari

DROPPER 
AFTER-FORMING 
MACHINES/LINES

Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG

DROPPER 
FORMING 
MACHINES/ LINES

Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG

ELECTRIC 
BOOSTING 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Bock Energietechnik
Falorni Tech
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
Horn
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group

ELECTRONIC 
CONTROL 
SYSTEMS AND IT

BDF Industries
Bock Energietechnik
Forglass
Bucher Automation
Glass Service
Horn
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group
Waltec Maschinen
ZIPPE

ELECTRODE 
HOLDERS

Bock Energietechnik
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
Horn
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group

ELECTRODE 
HOLDERS HOT AND 
COLD FURNACE 
INSTALLATION

Horn
TECO Group

EMISSION 
MONITORING 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
GS - Glass Service

EMULSION 
DOSING 
SYSTEMS

Graphoidal 
Developments

Luben Glass
Pennekamp
R.Cestaro
Revimac-Bottero

ENERGY RECOVERING
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Luben Glass
Novaxion
ZIPPE

ENGINEERING 
SERVICES

TECO Group

ENGINEERING 
AND MODELLING 
FOR BOOSTING 
SYSTEMS

Bock Energietechnik
Horn

ENGRAVING MACHINES

TIAMA

FEEDERS & 
MECHANISMS

BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Ergon Meccanica
Famor Engineering
Forglass
Glass Service
Heye International
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Revimac-Bottero
Waltec Maschinen

FIBERGLASS 
/ GLASSWOOL 
PRODUCTION 
LINES, EQUIPMENT 
& PRODUCTS

Falorni Tech
Glass Service
HFT
Olivotto Glass Technologies
TECO Group
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FINISHING MACHINES

KYP Accesories

FIRE POLISHERS & 
EQUIPMENT

Famor Engineering
Bucher Automation
Luben Glass
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen

FOREHEARTHS 
& SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Bock Energietechnik
Bottero
Falorni Tech
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
HFT
Horn
MT Forni Industriali
Revimac-Bottero
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group

FORMING MACHINES

Amig
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Ergon Meccanica
Famor Engineering
Heye International
KYP Accesories
Novaxion
OCMI OTG
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Revimac-Bottero
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group
Waltec Maschinen

FURNACES: 
BUBBLING 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries

Bock Energietechnik
Falorni Tech
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
Horn
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group

FURNACES: 
CLEANING SYSTEMS

Glass Service

FURNACES: 
DRAINING SYSTEMS

Bock Energietechnik
Falorni Tech
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
Horn
Sorg Nikolaus

FURNACES: 
ELECTRIC

Bock Energietechnik
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Glass Service
GS - Glass Service
Horn
KYP Accesories
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group

FURNACES:  HEAT-UP

BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Glass Service
Horn
Sorg Nikolaus

FURNACES: HOT 
CULLET FILLING

Falorni Tech
Forglass

FURNACES: 
MELTING

BDF Industries
Bock Energietechnik
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Glass Service
Horn
MT Forni Industriali
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group

FURNACES: 
METAL STRUCTURES

BDF Industries
Car-Met
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Glass Service
HFT
Horn

FURNACES: OXY-FUEL 
OR RECUPERATIVE

BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
HFT
Horn
MT Forni Industriali
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group

FURNACES: 
PREHEATING SYSTEMS

Commersald Impianti
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Glass Service
Horn
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Sorg Nikolaus

FURNACES: 
REPAIR, 
MAINTENANCE 
& REVAMPING

BDF Industries

Bock Energietechnik
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Glass Service
HFT 
Horn
Sorg Nikolaus
TECO Group

GASES

Glass Service

GLASS ANALYSIS 
AND TESTING 
SERVICES

Agr International Inc

GLASS BRICK 
PRODUCTION LINES

Amig
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

GLASS LEVEL 
CONTROL DEVICES

BDF Industries
Bock Energietechnik
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
Horn
MT Forni Industriali
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Sorg Nikolaus
ZIPPE

GLASS 
METALISATION 
PROCESS 
MATERIALS

Fluorital

GLASS RECYCLING 
PLANTS

EME
Falorni Tech
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GCG - Glass Consulting 
Group

Vidromecanica
ZIPPE

GOB WEIGHT 
CONTROL SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Heye International
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

HANDLING 
EQUIPMENT

All Glass
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Famor Engineering
Luben Glass
MSK Covertech
Olivotto Glass Technologies
OMS
Pennekamp
R.Cestaro
Revimac-Bottero
Simtech
Vetromeccanica

HEAT 
RECUPERATORS

BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Horn
Luben Glass
MT Forni Industriali
Sorg Nikolaus

HEAT 
REGENERATION 
PLANTS

Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Horn

HEATING SYSTEMS

Bock Energietechnik
Falorni Tech

Forglass
Glass Service
Horn
Pennekamp

HOT-END PROCESS 
MONITORING 
SOLUTIONS

TIAMA

HOT GLASS 
CONTACT MATERIALS

Bucher Emhart Glass
Olivotto Glass Technologies

HOT GLASS SCRAPES

Car-Met
Falorni Tech
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Vidromecanica
ZIPPE

INFRARED 
THERMOMETERS

GCG - Glass Consulting 
Group

GS - Glass Service
KYP Accesories

INFRARED 
THERMOMETERS

Famor Engineering
Heye International
Olivotto Glass Technologies

INSPECTION 
MACHINES: 
COLD-END

AGR International Inc
Bucher Emhart Glass
Euromatic 
Heye International
KYP Accesories
Iris Inspection Machines
Luben Glass
Marposs

Regina Catene Calibrate 
Simtech
TIAMA
Tecnosens 
Video Systems
Vimec
VMA

INSPECTION 
MACHINES: 
HOT-END

BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Euromatic
Heye International
KYP Accesories
Marposs
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Olivotto Glass Technologies
TIAMA
Tecnosens 
Video Systems
Vimec

INSPECTION 
MACHINES: 
VIALS & 
AMPOULES

Euromatic 
Iris Inspection Machines
KYP Accesories
Marposs
Moderne Mecanique
Nirox
OCMI OTG
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group
Tecnosens 
Video Systems
Vimec

INSPECTION 
SYSTEMS: AMPOULE, 
VIAL, SYRINGES, 
CARTRIDGES

Vimec

I.S. MACHINES

BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass

Ergon Meccanica 
Heye International
Novaxion

I.S. MACHINES 
LUBRICATION 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Graphoidal Developments
Heye International
Luben Glass
Novaxion
Revimac-Bottero

I.S. MACHINE 
RECONDITIONING

BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Ergon Meccanica
Heye International
Luben Glass
Novaxion
Revimac-Bottero

LABORATORY 
FURNACES 
POLARISCOPES

MT Forni Industriali

LABORATORY 
TESTING AND 
MEASUREMENT 
EQUIPMENT

Agr International Inc
Marposs

LASER 
CUTTING 
MACHINES

Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

LEHR 
DRIVES

Heye International
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Pennekamp

LEHRS: ANNEALING

Antonini
Bonaiti Pietro 
Car-Met
Euromatic
Falorni Tech
Heye International
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
MT Forni Industriali
OCMI OTG
Pennekamp 
Tecnosens 
Vidromecanica

LEHRS: DECORATING

Antonini
Bonaiti Pietro 
Car-Met
MT Forni Industriali
Pennekamp
Vidromecanica

LOW NOx BURNERS

Pennekamp

MAINTENANCE 
AND REPAIR 
SERVICES

Bock Energietechnik
Ergon Meccanica
Forglass
Luben Glass
Olimerk
Pennekamp
Revimac-Bottero
SKS - Sorg Karrena Service

MARKING MACHINES

Luben Glass
Sorg Nikolaus

MEASUREMENT 
& CONTROL 
SYSTEMS

AGR International Inc
BDF Industries

Bock Energietechnik
Bucher Emhart Glass
Bucher Automation
GS - Glass Service
Horn
KYP Accesories
Luben Glass
Marposs
Nirox
Novaxion
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Tecnosens 
Video Systems
VMA
Waltec Maschinen

MICRONIZATION

STM MICROTEC

MILLING AND 
GRINDING

STM MICROTEC

MIXERS

EME
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
KYP Accesories
MT Forni Industriali
R.Cestaro
Teka
ZIPPE

MOULDS

Changshu Jianhua 
Mould Technology 

Officine
Perego Giancarlo

MOULDS: 
CLEANING 
POLISHING 
MACHINES

BDF Industries
Luben Glass
Ecotecne

MOULDS: 
COMPONENTS 
& ACCESSORIES

Changshu Jianhua 
Mould Technology 

Officine
Olimerk
Perego Giancarlo

MOULDS: 
INSPECTOR SYSTEM

Luben Glass

MOULDS: 
LUBRICANTS 
& SPRAY 
EQUIPMENT

Graphoidal 
Developments

Luben Glass
Novaxion
R.Cestaro

MOULDS: 
MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT

Ecotecne
Luben Glass

MOULDS: 
POLISHING 
MACHINE

Luben Glass

MOULDS: 
PREHEATING 
OVENS

Antonini
Car-Met
MT Forni Industriali
Luben Glass
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Pennekamp
Revimac-Bottero
Vidromecanica

MOULDS: 
WELDING LINES

Commersald Impianti

MOULDS & PLUNGERS
COATING 
SYSTEMS & 
MATERIALS

Changshu Jianhua 
Mould Technology 

Commersald Impianti

NECK RINGS

Changshu Jianhua 
Mould Technology 

Olimerk 
Perego Giancarlo

PALLETTIZER 
COMPONENT: 
GRIPPER 
TUBES

Simtech

PALLETIZING/
DEPALLETIZING 
LINES

ACH - Advanced 
Container Handling 

All Glass
EMS Group
Messersì Packaging
Mimsan Conveyor Systems
MSK Covertech
Olivotto Glass Technologies
OMS
R.Cestaro
Regina Catene Calibrate
Vetromeccanica

PASTE 
MOULD 
MACHINES

Olivotto Glass Technologies
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PHARMACEUTICAL 
LEHRS & HANDLING

Pennekamp

PLANT UTILITIES

GCG - Glass Consulting 
Group

Pneumofore

PLATINUM 
FEEDER 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Glass Service
Olivotto Glass Technologies

PLUNGER 
HONING 
MACHINES

Bottero

PLUNGERS & 
MECHANISMS

BDF Industries
Bucher Emhart Glass
Olimerk 
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Perego Giancarlo
Revimac-Bottero
Waltec Maschinen

POLISHING/
GRINDING 
MACHINES

Luben Glass
Olivotto Glass Technologies

POWER 
REGULATION/
TRANSFORMERS

Bock Energietechnik

PREDICTIVE 
SOLUTIONS

Video Systems

PRESS MACHINES

Amig
Bucher Emhart Glass
Famor Engineering
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

PRESS 
& BLOW 
MACHINES

Amig
Bucher Emhart Glass
Famor Engineering
Heye International
Messersì Packaging
Novaxion
Olivotto Glass Technologies
OMS
Waltec Maschinen

PRESS 
RECONDITIONING

Famor Engineering
Luben Glass
Olivotto Glass Technologies

PRODUCTION 
ASSISTANCE 
FOR HOLLOW 
GLASS

Olimerk

PUSHERS

BDF Industries
Bottero
Car-Met
EME
Famor Engineering
Heye International
Luben Glass
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

RAW MATERIALS

Bohemi Chemicals
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Minerali Industriali

RECYCLING 
PROCESSES

EME

RECYCLING 
SYSTEMS

EME
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
ZIPPE

RECYCLING 
SYSTEMS

Bucher Emhart Glass
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Linco Baxo
Olivotto Glass Technologies
S.I.G.MA.
Waltec Maschinen

REFRACTORIES 
INSTALLATION 
SERVICES

Bucher Emhart Glass
Falorni Tech
HFT
Horn
SKS - Sorg Karrena Service

REPLACEMENT 
PARTS

Olimerk 
Olivotto Glass Technologies
TECO Group
Waltec Maschinen

ROBOTS: 
BALL 
GATHERERS

Falorni Tech
Glass Service
Novaxion
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

ROBOTS: 
HANDLING & 
PACKAGING

ACH - Advanced 
Container Handling

All Glass
EMS Group
Euromatic 
Falorni Tech
Famor Engineering
KYP Accesories
Messersì Packaging
MSK Covertech
Novaxion
Olivotto Glass Technologies
R.Cestaro
Simtech
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group
Vetromeccanica
Waltec Maschinen

ROTATING 
TABLES

Messersì Packaging
Olivotto Glass Technologies
OMS
Vetromeccanica
Waltec Maschinen

SANDBLASTING 
MACHINE

Luben Glass

SAW MACHINES

Olivotto Glass Technologies
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Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen

STEMWARE 
SEALING 
MACHINES

Falorni Tech
OCMI OTG
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

STIRRERS

BDF Industries
Bottero
Falorni Tech
Forglass
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group
Glass Service
Horn
MT Forni Industriali
Olimerk
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Revimac-Bottero
Vidromecanica

SUCTION 
GATHERERS

Falorni Tech
Olivotto Glass Technologies

SYRINGE 
AFTER
FORMING 
MACHINES/LINES

Euromatic

SYRINGE FORMING 
MACHINES/LINES

Euromatic

SYRINGE FILLING
 INTO TRAY 
MACHINES/
MODULES

Euromatic

SECOND-
HAND 
EQUIPMENT

BDF Industries
Ergon Meccanica
Falorni Tech
Heye International
KYP Accesories
Novaxion
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Pennekamp
Vidromecanica

SERVICES

AGR International Inc
Bock Energietechnik
EME
Ergon Meccanica
Forglass
Novaxion
Olimerk
TECO Group

SERVICES IN 
HOT-DRILLING 
AND CHANGE 
OF ELECTRODE 
HOLDERS

Bock Energietechnik

SHEAR 
BLADES

BDF Industries
Heye International
Famor Engineering
Luben Glass
WBT

SHEAR BLADES
LUBRICANTS

Graphoidal Developments
Luben Glass

SHEAR SYSTEMS

BDF Industries

Bottero
Falorni Tech
Famor Engineering
Graphoidal 

Developments
Heye International
Luben Glass
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Revimac-Bottero
Waltec Maschinen

SHUTTLE CARS

EMS Group
Tecnoferrari

STRETCH & SHRINK 
FILM WRAP 
MACHINES

All Glass
EMS Group
Messersì Packaging
MSK Covertech
OMS
Tecnosens 
Vetromeccanica

SHRINK OVENS

Messersì Packaging
OMS

SILKSCREEN INKS

Fluorital

SILKSCREEN 
PRINTING LINES: 
HOLLOWARE & 
TABLEWARE

Euromatic
Fermac

SILKSCREEN 
PRINTING 
LINES: VIALS 
& AMPOULES

Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG

SOFTWARE

BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Bucher Automation
GS - Glass Service
Heye International
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Tecnoferrari
TIAMA
Vertech’’
Vetromeccanica
Video Systems
Waltec Maschinen

SPINNING 
MACHINES

Famor Engineering
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Waltec Maschinen

SPOUT ELECTRICAL 
HEATING ELEMENTS

Bock Energietechnik

STACKERS

All Glass
BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Car-Met
EMS Group
Famor Engineering
Luben Glass
MT Forni Industriali
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Pennekamp
Regina Catene Calibrate
Revimac-Bottero
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen

STEMWARE 
PRODUCTION 
LINES

Falorni Tech
Olivotto Glass Technologies
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OCMI OTG
Pennekamp
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group

VIAL 
PACKAGING 
MACHINES

Euromatic
KYP Accesories
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
R.Cestaro
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group

VIBRATING
EQUIPMENT

EME
Forglass
Vetromeccanica
ZIPPE

WASTE GAS 
CLEANING 
SYSTEMS
BDF Industries

WASTE GASES 
DUCT WORKS AND 
VALVES CLEANING 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries

WATER CLEANING 
SYSTEMS

BDF Industries
Forglass
Graphoidal 

Developments
Luben Glass
ZIPPE

WATER COOLING 
SYSTEMS

Bock Energietechnik

SUPERVISORS 
MODEL BASED 
PREDICTIVE 
CONTROL

GS - Glass Service

TAKE-OUT DEVICES 
& EQUIPMENT

BDF Industries
Bottero
Bucher Emhart Glass
Falorni Tech
Famor Engineering
Luben Glass
Olimerk
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Ramsey Products
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen

TEMPERATURE 
MEASUREMENT 
& CONTROL

BDF Industries
Bock Energietechnik
Bucher Emhart Glass
Falorni Tech
Forglass
Graphoidal 

Developments
GS - Glass Service
Horn
KYP Accesories
Novaxion
Pennekamp

TEMPERING 
LINES

Pennekamp 
Vidromecanica
Waltec Maschinen

THERMAL 
SHOCK TEST 
MACHINES

Vidromecanica

TECHNICAL 
ARTICLES IN 
RUBBER 
& PLASTIC

Simtech

THERMOCOUPLES 
& ASSEMBLIES

Bock Energietechnik
Falorni Tech
GCG - Glass Consulting 

Group

THERMO 
SHOCK 
TEST 
MACHINES

BDF Industries

TIN OXIDE 
ELECTRODES 
& CONNECTORS

Horn
TECO Group

TRAINING 
SERVICES

Agr International Inc

TRAY 
FORMERS

EMS Group

TOOLS & 
EQUIPMENT

Bottero
Luben Glass

TUBING LINES

Falorni Tech

Olivotto Glass Technologies

TURNKEY PLANTS 
ENGINEERING & 
CONSTRUCTION

Amig
BDF Industries
Falorni Tech
Forglass
EME
Glass Service
HFT
Horn
Olivotto Glass Technologies
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group
TECO Group
Waltec Maschinen

UV LAMPS

Graphoidal 
Developments

VACUUM PLANTS & 
ACCESSORIES

Pneumofore
Simtech

VACUUM PUMPS

Pneumofore

VIAL AFTER 
- FORMING 
MACHINES/LINES

Euromatic
Moderne Mecanique
OCMI OTG
Pennekamp
Spami-Optrel-Stevanato 

Group

VIAL 
FORMING 
MACHINES/LINES

Euromatic
Moderne Mecanique
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Support service 
spotlights
BUCHER EMHART 
GLASS 
for customer-
centricity

TIAMA 
ECO-system 
maximizes 
glass production 
and efficiency

Leading Algeria 
lab opts for 
OCMI-OTG  
precision 
excellence

Science-based 
targets: 
VIDRALA’s  
ambitious journey 
towards net-zero

Exquisite glass 
bottles 
demonstrate 
leading  
SAVERGLASS  
craftsmanship
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